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The University is in CrisisThe University is in Crisis
2020thth Century but probably olderCentury but probably older
1980s big boom but what does it mean?1980s big boom but what does it mean?
Is the University in Crisis? What do you Is the University in Crisis? What do you 
mean? Whose or what mean? Whose or what ‘‘University?University?’’ And And 
which which ‘‘Crisis?Crisis?’’ There are two central There are two central 
terms in the proposition: terms in the proposition: ‘‘the Universitythe University’’
and and ‘‘Crisis.Crisis.’’ What do they mean for those What do they mean for those 
who state that the university is in crisis?who state that the university is in crisis?
Two terms Two terms –– The University and CrisisThe University and Crisis
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The University versus a universityThe University versus a university
The University is a fictionThe University is a fiction
Only real universities existOnly real universities exist
The University refers to an Idea The University refers to an Idea 
and, for some, an idealand, for some, an ideal
The University has not the same The University has not the same 
meaning as universitiesmeaning as universities
Universities are plural, diverse and have Universities are plural, diverse and have 
a historya history
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Crisis?Crisis?
Cutbacks, external quality control, Cutbacks, external quality control, massificationmassification of of H.EdH.Ed, , 
casualisationcasualisation of the academic force, etcof the academic force, etc…… all seem to all seem to 
contribute to the difficulties most universities are experiencincontribute to the difficulties most universities are experiencing.g.
However, a lot of universities seem to be doing well. They However, a lot of universities seem to be doing well. They 
thrive, earn money and are expanding. Furthermore, each thrive, earn money and are expanding. Furthermore, each 
year, we have more and more of them year, we have more and more of them -- or so it seems. or so it seems. 
Some universities, however, do seem to experience serious Some universities, however, do seem to experience serious 
difficulties. difficulties. 
‘‘Having difficultiesHaving difficulties’’ -- even serious ones even serious ones -- does not mean the does not mean the 
same as same as ‘‘being in Crisis.being in Crisis.’’
The University in Crisis does not equal (Some) universities The University in Crisis does not equal (Some) universities 
are having (serious) difficultiesare having (serious) difficulties
The first is The first is evaluativeevaluative statement while the second is more a statement while the second is more a 
factualfactual oneone
(Hume(Hume’’s Law) Facts Law) Fact--Value distinction Value distinction You cannot derive a You cannot derive a 
normative or evaluative statement from a factual statementnormative or evaluative statement from a factual statement
University Crisis is an evaluative debateUniversity Crisis is an evaluative debate
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The empirical history of the universities is related to but The empirical history of the universities is related to but 
ultimately different from the history of and content of ultimately different from the history of and content of 
the concept of the concept of ““The University.The University.”” (H. Gray) (H. Gray) 
21st century 21st century ‘‘universityuniversity’’ is the outcome of a long is the outcome of a long 
historical process in which knowledge/research and historical process in which knowledge/research and 
teaching at the highest level became combined within teaching at the highest level became combined within 
one institution. one institution. 
At least two inspirational models were influential in At least two inspirational models were influential in 
creating the modern version of the university: the creating the modern version of the university: the 
‘‘liberal artsliberal arts’’--based model of Cardinal Newman; the based model of Cardinal Newman; the 
‘‘sciencescience’’--based model of von Humboldtbased model of von Humboldt
In both models In both models ‘‘liberalliberal--artsarts’’ and and ‘‘sciencescience’’ play a major play a major 
role. Newman did not oppose scientific research, but role. Newman did not oppose scientific research, but 
he did put education at the heart of the university. Von he did put education at the heart of the university. Von 
Humboldt also combined both functions, but he placed Humboldt also combined both functions, but he placed 
research at the heart of the university. research at the heart of the university. 
Von Humboldt model probably most influential todayVon Humboldt model probably most influential today
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The University, is, as such, a fiction The University, is, as such, a fiction -- albeit a useful fictionalbeit a useful fiction
The University stands for a type of institution that inspires awThe University stands for a type of institution that inspires awe in those e in those 
who are outside of it, and bestows dignity and selfwho are outside of it, and bestows dignity and self--appreciation on appreciation on 
those who are part of it.those who are part of it.
The University stands for something worthwhile over and beyond The University stands for something worthwhile over and beyond its its 
concrete inputs, workings and outputs. concrete inputs, workings and outputs. ‘‘The UniversityThe University’’ is truly a is truly a higherhigher
institution and represents an idea and an ideal. institution and represents an idea and an ideal. 
a partially imagined idea that stirred people to envision a sensa partially imagined idea that stirred people to envision a sense of the e of the 
timeless dignitytimeless dignity, the , the enduring worthenduring worth, the , the permanence permanence amidst the flux amidst the flux 
and chaos that reigned and chaos that reigned elsewhere in the worldelsewhere in the world, of the higher learning , of the higher learning 
and its institutions. Bologna, Paris, Oxford: these came in a loand its institutions. Bologna, Paris, Oxford: these came in a long ng 
tradition to stand for the tradition to stand for the grand accomplishments grand accomplishments of scholastic of scholastic 
philosophy and theology, and jurisprudence, for an philosophy and theology, and jurisprudence, for an ideal ideal of the of the 
universality and the unity of knowledge, its essential parts orduniversality and the unity of knowledge, its essential parts ordered in an ered in an 
hierarchy hierarchy of of truthtruth. They stood for the . They stood for the international character international character of learning, of learning, 
for a for a community community of scholars that transcended all boundaries to of scholars that transcended all boundaries to 
constitute a constitute a larger republic of learninglarger republic of learning. They represented the . They represented the 
fundamental autonomies and freedoms fundamental autonomies and freedoms requisite for the academic requisite for the academic 
world. Their degrees gave life and world. Their degrees gave life and authority authority to the profession of to the profession of 
teaching, and scholarship and to the other learned professions. teaching, and scholarship and to the other learned professions. Such is Such is 
the highly generalized image of the ancient and timeless universthe highly generalized image of the ancient and timeless university with ity with 
its dreaming spires that has emerged and reits dreaming spires that has emerged and re--emerged in the western emerged in the western 
tradition and its literature (H. Gray)tradition and its literature (H. Gray)
A centrepiece of our culture but under siege during last 10 yearA centrepiece of our culture but under siege during last 10 years s 
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[[t]het]he university as a concept is no more. Amid diversity there university as a concept is no more. Amid diversity there 
may be no one thing that any may be no one thing that any ‘‘universityuniversity’’ has in common with has in common with 
its neighbour. Amid entrepreneurialism, the university has no its neighbour. Amid entrepreneurialism, the university has no 
responsibility: it becomes what market chances offer it. Either responsibility: it becomes what market chances offer it. Either 
way, there is nothing that binds way, there is nothing that binds ‘‘universitiesuniversities’’ together for together for 
which they stand. As a concept, therefore, the university is which they stand. As a concept, therefore, the university is 
empty (R. Barnett)empty (R. Barnett)
““allowing the idea of the university to collapse does matter. allowing the idea of the university to collapse does matter. 
Indeed, we need an idea of the university more than ever Indeed, we need an idea of the university more than ever 
((……).).””
His option is to construct and defend a novel idea of His option is to construct and defend a novel idea of ‘‘the the 
university,university,’’ one that is one that is ‘‘attuned to the craziness of the world attuned to the craziness of the world 
that we are in.that we are in.’’
The real problem is that today, some or most of the The real problem is that today, some or most of the 
institutions that are institutions that are calledcalled universities have changed up to the universities have changed up to the 
point that they cannot be rightly called point that they cannot be rightly called ‘‘a universitya university’’ any more. any more. 
the core meaning of the term has more or less stabilised as the core meaning of the term has more or less stabilised as 
““an institution of higher learning providing facilities for an institution of higher learning providing facilities for 
teaching and research and authorized to grant academic teaching and research and authorized to grant academic 
degrees (American Heritage Dictionary)degrees (American Heritage Dictionary)
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Included within the core are the peerIncluded within the core are the peer--evaluation and validation evaluation and validation 
of additions to the knowledgeof additions to the knowledge--base, their further codification base, their further codification 
and transmission to students and scholars at large, the and transmission to students and scholars at large, the 
provision of research conditions that help to insulate the provision of research conditions that help to insulate the 
conduct of inquiry from the manifestly distorting pressures thatconduct of inquiry from the manifestly distorting pressures that
external economic and political interests otherwise would external economic and political interests otherwise would 
bring to bear, and the maintenance of institutional protections bring to bear, and the maintenance of institutional protections 
for the expression of independent judgment and, moreover, for the expression of independent judgment and, moreover, 
unpopular heterodox opinion. (unpopular heterodox opinion. (……) The acknowledged ) The acknowledged 
legitimacy of all those aspects of legitimacy of all those aspects of ‘‘the universitythe university’’s mission,s mission,’’
((……) remains a unique, perhaps a defining attribute of these ) remains a unique, perhaps a defining attribute of these 
remarkable organizations, and is the fundamental basis of the remarkable organizations, and is the fundamental basis of the 
universityuniversity’’s claim to societys claim to society’’s patronage and protection of its s patronage and protection of its 
autonomous character (Paul David)autonomous character (Paul David)
Basic Core Characteristics of a university:Basic Core Characteristics of a university:

1.1. excellent research conditions & generation of new knowledgeexcellent research conditions & generation of new knowledge
2.2. codification/publication and transmission/teaching of codification/publication and transmission/teaching of 

knowledge;knowledge;
3.3. peerpeer--based & highbased & high--level quality control;level quality control;
4.4. institutional & intellectual autonomy institutional & intellectual autonomy 
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However, stated in this way, the However, stated in this way, the ‘‘core meaningcore meaning’’ of of ‘‘the universitythe university’’ still still 
remains somewhat vague and not exhausted. remains somewhat vague and not exhausted. 
The four characteristics only elaborate the lexical definition gThe four characteristics only elaborate the lexical definition given iven 
above. Probably everyone agrees on the centrality of these definabove. Probably everyone agrees on the centrality of these defining ing 
characteristics.characteristics.
The debate on the The debate on the ‘‘Crisis of the UniversityCrisis of the University”” revolves not on these revolves not on these 
characteristics per se, but on how they should be filled in and characteristics per se, but on how they should be filled in and on further on further 
characteristics that should be included in the definition. And icharacteristics that should be included in the definition. And it is here t is here 
that the main differences between views of the university becomethat the main differences between views of the university become
elaborated, generating conflicting models of the university.elaborated, generating conflicting models of the university.
Dominick Dominick LaCapraLaCapra makes a distinction between two makes a distinction between two ‘‘models of models of 
academe:academe:’’ a market model and a model of corporate solidarity and a market model and a model of corporate solidarity and 
collegial responsibility. The models collegial responsibility. The models LaCapraLaCapra identifies in academic life identifies in academic life 
are linked to two oppositional definitions of the university. I are linked to two oppositional definitions of the university. I will dub will dub 
these the these the ‘‘Traditionalist modelTraditionalist model’’ and the and the ‘‘Innovative model.Innovative model.’’ These These 
models do not represent the definitions models do not represent the definitions mostmost academics actually accept academics actually accept 
or explicitly defend. They are, however, dominant in the sense tor explicitly defend. They are, however, dominant in the sense that hat 
many academics more or less feel torn between the extremes, many academics more or less feel torn between the extremes, 
sometimes stressing the sometimes stressing the ‘‘classical liberalclassical liberal’’ idea(lidea(l) of a university, ) of a university, 
sometimes stressing the sometimes stressing the ‘‘marketmarket--orientedoriented’’ idea idea 
I will focus on the three I will focus on the three ‘‘classicalclassical’’ missions of the university (missions of the university (i.e.i.e., , 
teaching, research, and service to society) on the type of studeteaching, research, and service to society) on the type of students, on nts, on 
the faculty and on the kind of institution a university is the faculty and on the kind of institution a university is 
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Traditionalist ModelsTraditionalist Models
We find one of the purest postWe find one of the purest post--war formulations of a war formulations of a 
Traditionalist model of the university in the writings of Traditionalist model of the university in the writings of 
Michael Michael OakeshottOakeshott
““[a] university is not a machine for achieving a [a] university is not a machine for achieving a 
particular purpose or producing a particular result.particular purpose or producing a particular result.”” A A 
university is not really a university is not really a ‘‘thing,thing,’’ or an institution you can or an institution you can 
duplicate or create duplicate or create ‘‘at will.at will.’’ A university is a lot more A university is a lot more 
than an institution that can be created, than an institution that can be created, e.g.e.g., by a , by a 
decision of a government. For decision of a government. For OakeshottOakeshott, a university , a university 
is better characterised as is better characterised as ““a manner of human activitya manner of human activity””
[Universities] may not know what they are [Universities] may not know what they are ‘‘forfor’’, they , they 
may be very hazy about their may be very hazy about their ‘‘functionfunction’’, but I think they , but I think they 
do know something that is much more important do know something that is much more important --
namely, how to go about the business of being a namely, how to go about the business of being a 
university. This knowledge is not a gift of nature; it is university. This knowledge is not a gift of nature; it is 
the knowledge of a tradition, it has to be acquired, it is the knowledge of a tradition, it has to be acquired, it is 
always mixed up with error and ignorance, and it may always mixed up with error and ignorance, and it may 
even be lost. even be lost. 
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What distinguishes a university is a special manner of engaging What distinguishes a university is a special manner of engaging in the in the 
pursuit of learning. It is a corporate body of scholars, each depursuit of learning. It is a corporate body of scholars, each devoted to a voted to a 
particular branch of learning: what is characteristic is the purparticular branch of learning: what is characteristic is the pursuit of suit of 
learning as a colearning as a co--operative enterprise. The members of this corporation operative enterprise. The members of this corporation 
are not spread about the world, meeting occasionally or not at aare not spread about the world, meeting occasionally or not at all; they ll; they 
live in permanent proximity to one another. And consequently we live in permanent proximity to one another. And consequently we 
should neglect part of the character of a university if we omittshould neglect part of the character of a university if we omitted ed 
thinking of it as a place. A university, moreover, is a home of thinking of it as a place. A university, moreover, is a home of learning, a learning, a 
place where a tradition of learning is preserved and extended, aplace where a tradition of learning is preserved and extended, and nd 
where the necessary apparatus for the pursuit of learning has bewhere the necessary apparatus for the pursuit of learning has been en 
gathered together. gathered together. 
three classes of persons make up a university: the scholars, thethree classes of persons make up a university: the scholars, the
scholars that teach and the undergraduates scholars that teach and the undergraduates 
The scholars focus on The scholars focus on ‘‘learning.learning.’’ However, not all knowledge counts as However, not all knowledge counts as 
learning, because learning, because ““[[t]heret]here is a difference between the pursuit of is a difference between the pursuit of 
learning and the acquisition of information.learning and the acquisition of information.””
This This ‘‘world of learningworld of learning’’ is not easy to pin down because there is no is not easy to pin down because there is no 
clear reason like, clear reason like, e.g.e.g., usefulness that can be found to justify its parts. , usefulness that can be found to justify its parts. 
The world of learning does not grow out of a premeditated purposThe world of learning does not grow out of a premeditated purpose. It is e. It is 
the result of a slowly changing tradition. the result of a slowly changing tradition. 
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The way in which the scholars teach the students supersedes The way in which the scholars teach the students supersedes 
the power and knowledge of the individual scholar. University the power and knowledge of the individual scholar. University 
teaching is done by teaching is done by ““a body of scholars who supply one a body of scholars who supply one 
anotheranother’’s imperfections, both personal and scholastic. It s imperfections, both personal and scholastic. It 
accommodates many different sorts of teacher, and each accommodates many different sorts of teacher, and each 
draws its powers from its intercourse with other sorts. (draws its powers from its intercourse with other sorts. (……) ) 
[[W]hatW]hat [a university] imparts in this way is at least the [a university] imparts in this way is at least the 
manners of the conversationmanners of the conversation””
The undergraduate has a distinctive character as well. The undergraduate has a distinctive character as well. 
According to According to OakeshottOakeshott the university student has had already the university student has had already 
his schooling elsewhere his schooling elsewhere ““and has learned enough, morally and has learned enough, morally 
and intellectually, to take a chance with himself upon the open and intellectually, to take a chance with himself upon the open 
sea.sea.””
He does not come to the university to merely acquire He does not come to the university to merely acquire ‘‘useful useful 

knowledge.knowledge.’’ The student participates in the The student participates in the ‘‘pursuit of pursuit of 
learning.learning.’’ Therefore, Therefore, ““the undergraduate would never be the undergraduate would never be 
tempted to mistake his university for an institute in which onlytempted to mistake his university for an institute in which only
one voice was heard, or for a polytechnic in which only the one voice was heard, or for a polytechnic in which only the 
mannerisms of the voices were taughtmannerisms of the voices were taught””
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it is a place where he has the opportunity of it is a place where he has the opportunity of 
education in conversation with his teachers, his education in conversation with his teachers, his 
fellows and himself, and where he is not fellows and himself, and where he is not 
encouraged to confuse education with training for encouraged to confuse education with training for 
a profession, with learning the tricks of a trade, a profession, with learning the tricks of a trade, 
with preparation for future particular service in with preparation for future particular service in 
society or with the acquisition of a kind of moral society or with the acquisition of a kind of moral 
and intellectual outfit to see him through life. and intellectual outfit to see him through life. 
Whenever an ulterior purpose of this sort makes Whenever an ulterior purpose of this sort makes 
its appearance, education (which is concerned its appearance, education (which is concerned 
with persons, not functions) steals out of the back with persons, not functions) steals out of the back 
door with noiseless steps. The pursuit of learning door with noiseless steps. The pursuit of learning 
((……) when it appears as a so) when it appears as a so--called called ‘‘social social 
purposepurpose’’ ((……) with this a university has nothing to ) with this a university has nothing to 
do. The form of the curriculum has no such do. The form of the curriculum has no such 
design (design (……) ) 
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A university, like everything else, has a place in the A university, like everything else, has a place in the 
society to which it belongs, but that place is not the society to which it belongs, but that place is not the 
function of contributing to some other kind of activity in function of contributing to some other kind of activity in 
the society but of being itself and not another thing. Its the society but of being itself and not another thing. Its 
first business is with the pursuit of learning first business is with the pursuit of learning -- there is no there is no 
substitute which, in a university, will make up for the substitute which, in a university, will make up for the 
absence of this absence of this -- and secondly, its concern is with the and secondly, its concern is with the 
sort of education that has been found to spring up in sort of education that has been found to spring up in 
the course of this activity. A university will have ceased the course of this activity. A university will have ceased 
to exist when its learning has degenerated into what is to exist when its learning has degenerated into what is 
now called research, when its teaching has become now called research, when its teaching has become 
mere instruction and occupies the whole of an mere instruction and occupies the whole of an 
undergraduateundergraduate’’s time, and when those who came to be s time, and when those who came to be 
taught come, not in search of their intellectual fortune taught come, not in search of their intellectual fortune 
but with a vitality so but with a vitality so unrousedunroused or so exhausted that or so exhausted that 
they wish only to be provided with a serviceable moral they wish only to be provided with a serviceable moral 
and intellectual outfit; when they come with no and intellectual outfit; when they come with no 
understanding of the manners of conversation but understanding of the manners of conversation but 
desire only a qualification for earning a living or a desire only a qualification for earning a living or a 
certificate to let them in on the exploitation of the world certificate to let them in on the exploitation of the world 
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OakeshottOakeshott was defending his views on the nature of the university in a was defending his views on the nature of the university in a 
period in which the academic landscape was in turmoil. The postperiod in which the academic landscape was in turmoil. The post--war war 
university was driven towards a university was driven towards a ‘‘social contractsocial contract’’ with society in which with society in which 
mutual benefits were expected. Universities should produce knowlmutual benefits were expected. Universities should produce knowledge edge 
that should to be useful for society and the economy. The governthat should to be useful for society and the economy. The government, ment, 
in its turn, would secure the financing of those universities. in its turn, would secure the financing of those universities. OakeshottOakeshott
strongly opposed this strongly opposed this ‘‘social contractsocial contract’’ and the way and the way ‘‘societysociety’’ would would 
interfere with the universityinterfere with the university’’s s ‘‘business of the being a university,business of the being a university,’’ i.e.i.e., , 
being a collegial social setting in which the pursuit of knowledbeing a collegial social setting in which the pursuit of knowledge is ge is 
central and in which students are provided with an education inscentral and in which students are provided with an education instead of tead of 
a training.a training.
Gordon Johnson Gordon Johnson -- President of President of WolfsonWolfson College, Cambridge College, Cambridge -- recently recently 
made a similar point. made a similar point. 
For some, these essays remind them of ways in which higher For some, these essays remind them of ways in which higher 
education is not just about delivering a service, nor of pressineducation is not just about delivering a service, nor of pressing people g people 
into grey uniformity, but of stimulating while disciplining the into grey uniformity, but of stimulating while disciplining the mind. mind. 
Universities are the guardians of objectivity, disinterestednessUniversities are the guardians of objectivity, disinterestedness, , 
tradition, aesthetic appreciation and the unending search for netradition, aesthetic appreciation and the unending search for new w 
knowledge and better understanding. True, some academic knowledge and better understanding. True, some academic 
controversies may not do much more for humanity than those mediecontroversies may not do much more for humanity than those medieval val 
wrangles about the number of angels that could be accommodated owrangles about the number of angels that could be accommodated on n 
the point of a pin. But there is a sense in which there is a reathe point of a pin. But there is a sense in which there is a real bottom l bottom 
line: civilized societies need educated citizens and educated ciline: civilized societies need educated citizens and educated citizens tizens 
come from the values fostered by academics in real universitiescome from the values fostered by academics in real universities
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Writing nearly 40 years later than Writing nearly 40 years later than OakeshottOakeshott and a few and a few 
years earlier than Johnson, in a different context of years earlier than Johnson, in a different context of 
discussion, Allan Bloom would formulate a similar discussion, Allan Bloom would formulate a similar 
idea(lidea(l) of a university. ) of a university. 
Bloom resisted the way Bloom resisted the way ‘‘societysociety’’ had entered the had entered the 
university by influencing the curriculum, and providing university by influencing the curriculum, and providing 
the students with a the students with a ‘‘relativistic mindset.relativistic mindset.’’ He as well He as well 
denounced the institutional impact of the (economical) denounced the institutional impact of the (economical) 
social contract: social contract: ““[[n]evern]ever did I think that the university did I think that the university 
was properly ministerial to the society around it. Rather was properly ministerial to the society around it. Rather 
I thought and think that society is ministerial to the I thought and think that society is ministerial to the 
university.university.””
However, today However, today ““the democratic concentration on the the democratic concentration on the 
useful, on the solution of what are believed by the useful, on the solution of what are believed by the 
populace at large to be the most pressing problems, populace at large to be the most pressing problems, 
makes theoretical distance seem not only useless but makes theoretical distance seem not only useless but 
immoral immoral 
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On the contrary, for Bloom the On the contrary, for Bloom the ““university is the university is the 
place where inquiry and philosophic openness place where inquiry and philosophic openness 
come into their own. It is intended to encourage come into their own. It is intended to encourage 
the nonthe non--instrumental use of reason for its own instrumental use of reason for its own 
sake (sake (……).).””
Bloom strongly emphasises the need for Bloom strongly emphasises the need for 
formulating and defending an formulating and defending an idea(lidea(l) of the ) of the 
university:university:
Falling in love with the idea of the university is not Falling in love with the idea of the university is not 
a folly, for only by means of it is one able to see a folly, for only by means of it is one able to see 
what can be. Without it, all these wonderful what can be. Without it, all these wonderful 
results of the theoretical life collapse back into the results of the theoretical life collapse back into the 
primal slime from which they cannot reprimal slime from which they cannot re--emerge. emerge. 
The facile economic and psychological debunking The facile economic and psychological debunking 
of the theoretical life cannot do away with its of the theoretical life cannot do away with its 
irreducible beauties. But such debunking can irreducible beauties. But such debunking can 
obscure them, and has.obscure them, and has.
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BloomBloom’’s model for the university somewhat resembles that of s model for the university somewhat resembles that of 
OakeshottOakeshott. For Bloom a . For Bloom a ‘‘great universitygreat university’’ was a place outside society was a place outside society 
presenting a kind of atmosphere:presenting a kind of atmosphere:
announcing that there are questions that ought to be addressed bannouncing that there are questions that ought to be addressed by y 
everyone but are not asked in ordinary life or expected to be aneveryone but are not asked in ordinary life or expected to be answered swered 
there. It provided an atmosphere of free inquiry, and therefore there. It provided an atmosphere of free inquiry, and therefore excluded excluded 
what is not conducive to or is inimical to such inquiry. It madewhat is not conducive to or is inimical to such inquiry. It made a a 
distinction between what is important and not important. It protdistinction between what is important and not important. It protected the ected the 
tradition, not because tradition is tradition but because tradittradition, not because tradition is tradition but because tradition ion 
provides models of discussion on a uniquely high level. It contaprovides models of discussion on a uniquely high level. It contained ined 
marvels and made possible friendships consisting in shared marvels and made possible friendships consisting in shared 
experiences of those marvels. Most of all there was the presenceexperiences of those marvels. Most of all there was the presence of of 
some authentically great thinkers who gave living proof of the esome authentically great thinkers who gave living proof of the existence xistence 
of the theoretical life and whose motives could not easily be reof the theoretical life and whose motives could not easily be reduced to duced to 
any of the baser ones people delight in thinking universal. Theyany of the baser ones people delight in thinking universal. They had had 
authority, not based on power, money or family, but on natural gauthority, not based on power, money or family, but on natural gifts that ifts that 
properly compel respect. The relations among them and between thproperly compel respect. The relations among them and between them em 
and the students were the revelation of a community in which theand the students were the revelation of a community in which there is a re is a 
true common good true common good BloomBloom’’s model for the university somewhat s model for the university somewhat 
resembles that of resembles that of OakeshottOakeshott. For Bloom a . For Bloom a ‘‘great universitygreat university’’ was a place was a place 
outside society presenting a kind of atmosphere:outside society presenting a kind of atmosphere:
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One of BloomOne of Bloom’’s main concerns was with how the crisis he perceived s main concerns was with how the crisis he perceived 
affected the social sciences. It was here that according to him affected the social sciences. It was here that according to him ‘‘societysociety’’
had infiltrated the university the most and damaged the key funchad infiltrated the university the most and damaged the key function of tion of 
a university of providing students with experiences they cannot a university of providing students with experiences they cannot have in have in 
that society and endangered the that society and endangered the ‘‘professional attachment to free professional attachment to free 
inquiry.inquiry.’’
The natural sciences, according to Bloom, present a different stThe natural sciences, according to Bloom, present a different story ory 
altogether. The problem with the natural sciences is their isolaaltogether. The problem with the natural sciences is their isolationist tionist 
stance: stance: ““[[n]aturaln]atural science is doing just fine. Living alone, but happily, science is doing just fine. Living alone, but happily, 
running along like a wellrunning along like a well--wound clock, successful and useful as ever.wound clock, successful and useful as ever.””
According to Bloom, the natural sciences were still relatively fAccording to Bloom, the natural sciences were still relatively free from ree from 
the pressures of society. However, their breaking away from the the pressures of society. However, their breaking away from the rest of rest of 
the university and their immunity to the pressures constitutes the university and their immunity to the pressures constitutes ““a large a large 
part of the story behind the fractured structure of our universipart of the story behind the fractured structure of our universities.ties.””
This is a strange myopia of BloomThis is a strange myopia of Bloom’’s account. During the nineties, of s account. During the nineties, of 
course, even the course, even the ‘‘natural sciencesnatural sciences’’ would come under a mounting would come under a mounting 
pressure for aligning their research with societal and economicapressure for aligning their research with societal and economical l 
needs, thereby giving rise to complaints about the loss of free needs, thereby giving rise to complaints about the loss of free inquiry in inquiry in 
this field of research as well. this field of research as well. 
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At the turn of the century one of the main concerns of the critiAt the turn of the century one of the main concerns of the critics was cs was 
the rising influence of economic pressures on the university. Dathe rising influence of economic pressures on the university. David vid KirpKirp
wrote that:wrote that:
[[w]hilew]hile the public has been napping, the American university has been the public has been napping, the American university has been 
busy reinventing itself. In barely a generation, the familiar etbusy reinventing itself. In barely a generation, the familiar ethic of hic of 
scholarship scholarship -- baldly put, that the central mission of universities is to baldly put, that the central mission of universities is to 
advance and transmit knowledge advance and transmit knowledge -- has been largely ousted by the justhas been largely ousted by the just--
inin--time, immediate gratification of the marketplace. (time, immediate gratification of the marketplace. (……) Gone () Gone (……) is ) is 
any commitment to maintaining a community of scholars, an intellany commitment to maintaining a community of scholars, an intellectual ectual 
city on a hill free to engage critically with the conventional wcity on a hill free to engage critically with the conventional wisdom of isdom of 
the daythe day
And in the year 2000, Richard Florida And in the year 2000, Richard Florida -- one of the modern day gurus one of the modern day gurus --
wrote that wrote that ““[[t]het]he role of the university as an engine for regional role of the university as an engine for regional 
economic development has captured the fancy of business leaders,economic development has captured the fancy of business leaders,
policymakers, and academic, and led them astray.policymakers, and academic, and led them astray.””
At the end of the 20th century, the traditionalist model as an iAt the end of the 20th century, the traditionalist model as an idea and dea and 
an ideal was gradually challenged by an Innovative, marketan ideal was gradually challenged by an Innovative, market--oriented, oriented, 
entrepreneurial model, idea and ideal of the universityentrepreneurial model, idea and ideal of the university
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Innovative ModelsInnovative Models
Students are consumers or customers with wants (such as marketabStudents are consumers or customers with wants (such as marketable le 
skills skills -- competencies or skills certified through degrees or diplomas), competencies or skills certified through degrees or diplomas), 
and service providers (and service providers (e.g.e.g. universities) compete in order to satisfy universities) compete in order to satisfy 
them. This approach also affects the research function of univerthem. This approach also affects the research function of universities sities 
and accompanies the trend to contractand accompanies the trend to contract--based research funding and based research funding and 
closer links with industry. Government and industry are customercloser links with industry. Government and industry are customers with s with 
wants (particular research projects, at a competitive price, witwants (particular research projects, at a competitive price, within a hin a 
specified time frame), and service providers (universities amongspecified time frame), and service providers (universities among
others) compete in order to satisfy them. Universities stand to others) compete in order to satisfy them. Universities stand to gain gain 
recognition and prestige, increased influence in the community, recognition and prestige, increased influence in the community, and and 
continuing support from government or funding agencies, with continuing support from government or funding agencies, with 
opportunities for further expansion and growth  (OECD)opportunities for further expansion and growth  (OECD)
This market approach deeply influences two of the classical funcThis market approach deeply influences two of the classical functions tions 
of the university: teaching and research. It generates questionsof the university: teaching and research. It generates questions, , 
doubts, and new hopes concerning both. What kind of teaching shodoubts, and new hopes concerning both. What kind of teaching should uld 
the modern university provide? Based on what? And what for? Whatthe modern university provide? Based on what? And what for? What
kind of research should the modern university do? Based on what?kind of research should the modern university do? Based on what? And And 
what for? What is lost? What is still or becomes possible? What what for? What is lost? What is still or becomes possible? What is is 
desirable and what is undesirable? Both the teaching/educationaldesirable and what is undesirable? Both the teaching/educational
mission and the research mission of the university seem to be mission and the research mission of the university seem to be 
‘‘temporarily under construction.temporarily under construction.’’
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The growing affirmation of what has been called The growing affirmation of what has been called 
‘‘the third missionthe third mission’’ of the university, and the of the university, and the 
tailoring of the university to the needs of society, tailoring of the university to the needs of society, 
deeply influences the university at the institutional deeply influences the university at the institutional 
level and at the level of the perceived level and at the level of the perceived ‘‘mission of mission of 
the university:the university:’’
To the longTo the long--standing tandem of teaching and standing tandem of teaching and 
research, many universities have added a third research, many universities have added a third 
mission: service to the community. In our mission: service to the community. In our 
increasingly knowledgeincreasingly knowledge--intensive societies, this intensive societies, this 
mission focuses on universities as centres for mission focuses on universities as centres for 
lifelong education (and further professional lifelong education (and further professional 
studies), as well as centres for scientific services studies), as well as centres for scientific services 
in the form of technology transfer to the business in the form of technology transfer to the business 
sector in the pursuit of national economic sector in the pursuit of national economic 
advantage advantage 
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The modern university has become a key player in the The modern university has become a key player in the 
economic fabric of a nation and region. economic fabric of a nation and region. 
We have to realize that the introduction of the We have to realize that the introduction of the ‘‘third third 
mission,mission,’’ and the emergence of the and the emergence of the ‘‘entrepreneurial entrepreneurial 
universityuniversity’’ -- which is one way of naming aspects of the which is one way of naming aspects of the 
Innovative model Innovative model -- has implications beyond the fact has implications beyond the fact 
that the university is doing business itself. It has that the university is doing business itself. It has 
repercussions for the way the university is organised repercussions for the way the university is organised 
and operated; it influences deeply its research mission and operated; it influences deeply its research mission 
by reorganizing the types of research that are by reorganizing the types of research that are 
conducted and by shaping the funding structures of the conducted and by shaping the funding structures of the 
university; it reorganises academic life. And probably university; it reorganises academic life. And probably 
as important as the former is the way the as important as the former is the way the 
entrepreneurial format shapes the way students are entrepreneurial format shapes the way students are 
taught, the kind of education they receive and the kind taught, the kind of education they receive and the kind 
of people they deliver, of people they deliver, i.e.i.e., the future academic , the future academic 
entrepreneurs and nonentrepreneurs and non--academic workforce academic workforce 
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Stephen Joel Trachtenberg Stephen Joel Trachtenberg -- President of George President of George 
Washington University Washington University -- recently identified 5 key recently identified 5 key 
characteristics of this characteristics of this ‘‘new entrepreneurial new entrepreneurial 
university:university:’’
it is turning out to be a place that makes money;it is turning out to be a place that makes money;
it is a place where you can legally talk about your it is a place where you can legally talk about your 
students as students as ‘‘customers;customers;’’
faculty and administrators increasingly resemble faculty and administrators increasingly resemble 
each other;each other;
and the new entrepreneurial university has finally and the new entrepreneurial university has finally 
succeeded in making living contact with the world succeeded in making living contact with the world 
academics purport to be teaching the students academics purport to be teaching the students 
about about 
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In a recent article, aptly titled In a recent article, aptly titled ““The Future of the The Future of the 
University and the University of the Future: Evolution of University and the University of the Future: Evolution of 
Ivory Tower to Entrepreneurial Paradigm,Ivory Tower to Entrepreneurial Paradigm,”” Henry Henry 
EtzkowitzEtzkowitz et al.et al. welcome the arrival of this new welcome the arrival of this new 
entrepreneurial university: entrepreneurial university: 
Coming from different academic and national traditions, Coming from different academic and national traditions, 
the university appears to be arriving at a common the university appears to be arriving at a common 
entrepreneurial format in the late 20th century. The entrepreneurial format in the late 20th century. The 
entrepreneurial university encompasses a entrepreneurial university encompasses a ‘‘third third 
missionmission’’ of economic development in addition to of economic development in addition to 
research and teaching, though the precise shape this research and teaching, though the precise shape this 
takes might vary such that different scenarios of takes might vary such that different scenarios of 
academic development can be projected (academic development can be projected (……). (). (……) The ) The 
concept of the entrepreneurial university envisions an concept of the entrepreneurial university envisions an 
academic structure and function that is revised through academic structure and function that is revised through 
the alignment of economic development with research the alignment of economic development with research 
and teaching as academic missions and teaching as academic missions 
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This results in the creation of a new ethos, a new This results in the creation of a new ethos, a new 
““entrepreneurial culture within academia.entrepreneurial culture within academia.”” This This 
change is not limited to some universities:change is not limited to some universities:
Rather than being encapsulated within a special Rather than being encapsulated within a special 
class of universities that have special interests in class of universities that have special interests in 
applied research or professional disciplines, the applied research or professional disciplines, the 
introduction of entrepreneurialism into the introduction of entrepreneurialism into the 
academic scene affects the educational and academic scene affects the educational and 
research mission of all of institutions of higher research mission of all of institutions of higher 
learning to a greater or lesser degree.learning to a greater or lesser degree.
Nor is this paradigm confined to certain parts, Nor is this paradigm confined to certain parts, 
faculties or departments of existing universities. It faculties or departments of existing universities. It 
permeates the totality of the universitypermeates the totality of the university
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What kind of an institution is this new entrepreneurial universiWhat kind of an institution is this new entrepreneurial university? They identify four ty? They identify four 
developmental mechanisms and emergent structures:developmental mechanisms and emergent structures:
11stst mechanism of change is internal transformation. Traditional acamechanism of change is internal transformation. Traditional academic tasks are demic tasks are 
redefined and expanded. Traditional teaching, redefined and expanded. Traditional teaching, e.g.e.g., is expanded. Students are , is expanded. Students are 
testing their academic knowledge in the real world and acting astesting their academic knowledge in the real world and acting as intermediaries. As intermediaries. As 
the university incorporates the entrepreneurial paradigm and enlthe university incorporates the entrepreneurial paradigm and enlarges its role in arges its role in 
innovation, it revises its existing tasks and structures.innovation, it revises its existing tasks and structures.
The second mechanism concerns transThe second mechanism concerns trans--institutional impact. The traditional institutional impact. The traditional 
distinction between distinction between ‘‘university,university,’’ ‘‘government,government,’’ and and ‘‘industryindustry’’ gets blurred. gets blurred. 
Governments carry out research themselves (Governments carry out research themselves (e.g.e.g., in their own departments and , in their own departments and 
research institutes), universities become industrial players, inresearch institutes), universities become industrial players, industry finances dustry finances 
collaborate research projects, collaborate research projects, etc.etc. Formats for collaborative arrangements are Formats for collaborative arrangements are 
institutionalized, thereby stabilising a new equilibrium of overinstitutionalized, thereby stabilising a new equilibrium of overlapping institutional lapping institutional 
spheres.spheres.
Interface processes are 3rd mechanism for change. The entrepreneInterface processes are 3rd mechanism for change. The entrepreneurial university urial university 
requires an enhanced capability for dealing with other institutirequires an enhanced capability for dealing with other institutional spheres like onal spheres like 
industry and government. Interface departments and specialist beindustry and government. Interface departments and specialist become central to come central to 
the university. Besides these centralised interface departments the university. Besides these centralised interface departments and spinand spin--off offices, off offices, 
““interface capabilities spread throughout the university. Within interface capabilities spread throughout the university. Within academic academic 
departments and centres, faculty members and other technical perdepartments and centres, faculty members and other technical personnel are sonnel are 
assigned special responsibility to assess the commercial saliencassigned special responsibility to assess the commercial salience of research e of research 
findings and encourage interaction with external partners.findings and encourage interaction with external partners.””
44thth mechanism of change as mechanism of change as ‘‘recursive effects.recursive effects.’’ Entrepreneurial universities Entrepreneurial universities 
develop capabilities to assist in the creation of new organisatidevelop capabilities to assist in the creation of new organisations. Trilateral ons. Trilateral 
organizations, crossorganizations, cross--organisational and crossorganisational and cross--institutional entities emerge. institutional entities emerge. 
Research centres including researchers from different universitiResearch centres including researchers from different universities and es and 
organisations are founded and play a central role in the universorganisations are founded and play a central role in the university.ity.
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[[t]het]he contemporary university is an amalgam of teaching and contemporary university is an amalgam of teaching and 
research, applied and basic, entrepreneurial and scholastic research, applied and basic, entrepreneurial and scholastic 
interests. These elements exist in a creative tension that interests. These elements exist in a creative tension that 
periodically come into conflict. Conflict typically results in periodically come into conflict. Conflict typically results in 
compromise and normative change in which different and compromise and normative change in which different and 
even seemingly opposed ideological elements such as even seemingly opposed ideological elements such as 
entrepreneurship and the extension of knowledge are entrepreneurship and the extension of knowledge are 
reconciled.reconciled.
Entrepreneurial universities operate within what is called the Entrepreneurial universities operate within what is called the 
knowledgeknowledge--based society and economy. Buzzwords of the based society and economy. Buzzwords of the 
day are day are ‘‘knowledge based economy,knowledge based economy,’’ ‘‘managing the science managing the science 
base,base,’’ ‘‘the management of science systems,the management of science systems,’’ ‘‘the global the global 
research village,research village,’’ etc.etc.
What kind of student and what kind of education, teaching, What kind of student and what kind of education, teaching, 
training, training, etc.etc. can we expect to bloom in this new academic can we expect to bloom in this new academic 
climate and institution? Let us take a look at one of the climate and institution? Let us take a look at one of the 
institutions at the forefront of consumerinstitutions at the forefront of consumer--oriented policy.oriented policy.
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““Innovation at the forInnovation at the for--profit University of Phoenix foreshadows change profit University of Phoenix foreshadows change 
throughout higher education.throughout higher education.”” The University of Phoenix (UOP) is The University of Phoenix (UOP) is 
““[[r]emakingr]emaking the academy in the age of the academy in the age of information.information.””TheThe university of university of 
Phoenix has addressed itself to working adults. Phoenix has addressed itself to working adults. KlorKlor de Alva states the de Alva states the 
needs of those (working adult) students as follows. The studentsneeds of those (working adult) students as follows. The students want want 
to complete their education while working fullto complete their education while working full--time; second, they want a time; second, they want a 
curriculum and faculty that are relevant to the workplace; thirdcurriculum and faculty that are relevant to the workplace; third, they , they 
want a timewant a time--efficient education; fourth, they want their education to be efficient education; fourth, they want their education to be 
costcost--effective; fifth, they expect a high level of customer service; effective; fifth, they expect a high level of customer service; and and 
lastly, they want convenience. The UOP wants to realize them alllastly, they want convenience. The UOP wants to realize them all. No . No 
wonder that critics have named this university an example of wonder that critics have named this university an example of ““[[t]het]he
commercial, conveniencecommercial, convenience--store model of a universitystore model of a university
has truly shattered the myth for many that youth is the predominhas truly shattered the myth for many that youth is the predominant age ant age 
for schooling, that learning is a topfor schooling, that learning is a top--down localized activity, and that down localized activity, and that 
credentialing should depend on time spent on tasks rather than credentialing should depend on time spent on tasks rather than 
measurable competence. (measurable competence. (……) [) [I]tI]t has helped to prove that the age of has helped to prove that the age of 
learning is always, the place of learning is everywhere, and thelearning is always, the place of learning is everywhere, and the goal of goal of 
learning for most people is best reached when treated as tacticalearning for most people is best reached when treated as tactical (with l (with 
clear, immediate aims), as opposed to strategic (with broad aimsclear, immediate aims), as opposed to strategic (with broad aims and and 
distant goals). (distant goals). (……) Put another way, students who want to be players in ) Put another way, students who want to be players in 
the New Economy are unlikely to tolerate a justthe New Economy are unlikely to tolerate a just--inin--case education that case education that 
is not practical, upis not practical, up--toto--date, or careerdate, or career--focused focused 
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Michael Gibbons outlines his views on how the universities as Michael Gibbons outlines his views on how the universities as 
educational institutions (should) adapt to the rising predominaneducational institutions (should) adapt to the rising predominance of ce of 
what he calls what he calls ‘‘mode 2 knowledge production.mode 2 knowledge production.’’ It can be read as an It can be read as an 
epistemological and institutional fusion of epistemological and institutional fusion of EtzkowitzEtzkowitz’’ss ‘‘entrepreneurentrepreneur--
universityuniversity’’ on the one hand, and the on the one hand, and the ‘‘convenienceconvenience--store universitystore university’’ on on 
the other hand. In the other hand. In GibbonsGibbons’’ss opinion, universities will be transformed opinion, universities will be transformed 
from disciplinary institutions into multidisciplinary and from disciplinary institutions into multidisciplinary and transdisciplinarytransdisciplinary
institutions. Not only the focus on institutions. Not only the focus on which which knowledge is produced and knowledge is produced and 
how, how, is shifting. Also the institutional organisation will change:is shifting. Also the institutional organisation will change:
[[u]niversitiesu]niversities in the future will comprise a small core of faculty and a in the future will comprise a small core of faculty and a 
much larger periphery of experts of various kinds that are linkemuch larger periphery of experts of various kinds that are linked to d to 
universities in diverse ways. Universities will become a new typuniversities in diverse ways. Universities will become a new type of e of 
‘‘holding institutionholding institution’’ in the field of knowledge production. Perhaps their in the field of knowledge production. Perhaps their 
role will be limited to accrediting teaching done primarily by orole will be limited to accrediting teaching done primarily by others thers 
while, in research, playing their part by orchestrating problemwhile, in research, playing their part by orchestrating problem--solving solving 
teams to work on fundamental issues.teams to work on fundamental issues.
Apparently, universities become service providers while studentsApparently, universities become service providers while students, , 
government (society) and industry become customers. government (society) and industry become customers. ‘‘UsefulnessUsefulness’’
and and ‘‘convenienceconvenience’’ are the new values that inform university teaching are the new values that inform university teaching 
and research.and research.
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Eli M. Noam warns us that these technologies could very well leaEli M. Noam warns us that these technologies could very well lead to the end of the d to the end of the 
university as we know it. According to Noam, university as we know it. According to Noam, ““todaytoday’’s production and distribution of s production and distribution of 
information are undermining the traditional flow of information information are undermining the traditional flow of information and with it the and with it the 
university structure.university structure.””
Due to the exponential growth of knowledge and specialization, sDue to the exponential growth of knowledge and specialization, single universities ingle universities 
do no longer cover the range of scholarship. Electronic, invisibdo no longer cover the range of scholarship. Electronic, invisible rather than facele rather than face--
toto--face, real colleges become the main productive affiliation of thface, real colleges become the main productive affiliation of the scholars (e scholars (““Air Air 
transport established the jettransport established the jet--setting setting professiorateprofessiorate””). Databases replace libraries and ). Databases replace libraries and 
universities focus more on promoting access to (digital) informauniversities focus more on promoting access to (digital) information than on storing tion than on storing 
(analog) information.(analog) information.

All this is a bleak scenario for the future of the university. IAll this is a bleak scenario for the future of the university. In making this argument it n making this argument it 
is easy to appear as yet another dismal economist or technologicis easy to appear as yet another dismal economist or technological determinist, al determinist, 
and to invite, as a response, a ringing reaffirmation of the impand to invite, as a response, a ringing reaffirmation of the importance of quality ortance of quality 
education, of academic values, of the historic role of educationeducation, of academic values, of the historic role of education in personal growth, in personal growth, 
and of the human need for freeand of the human need for free--wheeling exchange. To make such arguments may wheeling exchange. To make such arguments may 
feel good but is beside the point. The question is not whether ufeel good but is beside the point. The question is not whether universities are niversities are 
important to society, to knowledge, or to their members important to society, to knowledge, or to their members -- they are they are -- but rather but rather 
whether the economic foundation of the present system can be maiwhether the economic foundation of the present system can be maintained and ntained and 
sustained in the face of the changed flow of information due to sustained in the face of the changed flow of information due to electronic electronic 
communications. It is not research and teaching that will be undcommunications. It is not research and teaching that will be under pressure er pressure -- they they 
will be more important than ever will be more important than ever -- but rather their present main instructional setting, but rather their present main instructional setting, 
the university system. To be culturally important is necessary (the university system. To be culturally important is necessary (one hopes) but one hopes) but 
unfortunately not sufficient unfortunately not sufficient 
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Traditionalists and Innovators differ sharply in their views on Traditionalists and Innovators differ sharply in their views on the three the three 
‘‘classicalclassical’’ missions of the university (missions of the university (i.e.i.e., teaching, research, and , teaching, research, and 
service to society) on the type of students, on the faculty and service to society) on the type of students, on the faculty and on the on the 
kind of institution a university kind of institution a university ‘‘really is.really is.’’
For the Traditionalists, a university is a place in which young For the Traditionalists, a university is a place in which young students,students,
the apprentices, do not receive a vocational training, but get athe apprentices, do not receive a vocational training, but get an n 
education. Their presence in the university is limited in time. education. Their presence in the university is limited in time. The The 
education they receive is organised as a topeducation they receive is organised as a top--down model in which down model in which 
students are lectured by and are taught via personal interactionstudents are lectured by and are taught via personal interaction with with 
professors. This interaction is localized. It is situated withinprofessors. This interaction is localized. It is situated within the physical the physical 
university buildings. The curriculum is stable, based on traditiuniversity buildings. The curriculum is stable, based on tradition, and on, and 
combined with new research findings that are relevant for the kicombined with new research findings that are relevant for the kind of nd of 
education students should receive. In contrast with this, in Inneducation students should receive. In contrast with this, in Innovative ovative 
models a university is a place in which models a university is a place in which studentsstudents are customers that are are customers that are 
prepared for their later career. Sometimes this means an academiprepared for their later career. Sometimes this means an academic c 
career, but mostly a career in the knowledgecareer, but mostly a career in the knowledge--based society and based society and 
economy. Some of the students are young. A growing part of the economy. Some of the students are young. A growing part of the 
student body, however, consists of adults that are engaged in listudent body, however, consists of adults that are engaged in lifelong felong 
learning. Teaching and training is laterally organized. It makeslearning. Teaching and training is laterally organized. It makes use of use of 
the latest technological innovations like ethe latest technological innovations like e--learning. This means that the learning. This means that the 
interaction between student and teacher does not have to be locainteraction between student and teacher does not have to be localized lized 
in place, limited to the time one spends at the physical universin place, limited to the time one spends at the physical university, nor ity, nor 
personal. The curriculum is based on the latest research, uppersonal. The curriculum is based on the latest research, up--toto--date, date, 
practical, and careerpractical, and career--focused.focused.
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According to the Traditionalists, the According to the Traditionalists, the professorprofessor is or should be a scholar is or should be a scholar 
engaged in the pursuit of learning. He is tenured. He is at the engaged in the pursuit of learning. He is tenured. He is at the same same 
time a specialist in his own field of research, and a generalisttime a specialist in his own field of research, and a generalist. He is a . He is a 
‘‘cultured local herocultured local hero’’ ((LaCapraLaCapra) firmly affiliated with his home institution ) firmly affiliated with his home institution 
to which his allegiance goes. to which his allegiance goes. 
The main goal of his scholarship is contributing to the world ofThe main goal of his scholarship is contributing to the world of learning learning 
and personal enrichment. This is how he earns the esteem from hiand personal enrichment. This is how he earns the esteem from his s 
colleagues and from society. For the Innovators, a colleagues and from society. For the Innovators, a professorprofessor is or is or 
should be a dynamic and wellshould be a dynamic and well--established researcher. established researcher. SHeSHe is not is not 
necessarily tenured, and sometimes partnecessarily tenured, and sometimes part--time affiliated to industrial or time affiliated to industrial or 
other types of research organisations. other types of research organisations. SHeSHe is an entrepreneurial is an entrepreneurial 
globetrotter. globetrotter. SHeSHe collaborates with his or her peers, which are often collaborates with his or her peers, which are often 
situated in other universities, and with researchers in industrysituated in other universities, and with researchers in industry and other and other 
research organisation. Allegiance goes to this research group research organisation. Allegiance goes to this research group -- the the 
invisible college invisible college -- and peer group. During his or her academic career, and peer group. During his or her academic career, 
the researcher often changes affiliation. the researcher often changes affiliation. SHeSHe is esteemed by her is esteemed by her 
colleagues and by society, because of the contribution to relevacolleagues and by society, because of the contribution to relevant, nt, 
cuttingcutting--edge research, and his or her success in securing funding for edge research, and his or her success in securing funding for 
future research.future research.
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The The ‘‘traditionalisttraditionalist’’ scholar enjoys full academic freedom. He keeps a theoretical scholar enjoys full academic freedom. He keeps a theoretical 
distance and engages in free, unrestricted distance and engages in free, unrestricted basic researchbasic research that is financed by the that is financed by the 
university on a nonuniversity on a non--competitive basis. This research is done for its own sake and competitive basis. This research is done for its own sake and 
not because it could turn out to be not because it could turn out to be ‘‘useful.useful.’’ Knowledge is a social good, accessible Knowledge is a social good, accessible 
to everyone. Researchers operating within an to everyone. Researchers operating within an ‘‘innovativeinnovative’’ university actively scout university actively scout 
for (additional) for (additional) researchresearch funds. These funds are often earmarked and the allocation funds. These funds are often earmarked and the allocation 
of these funds is highly competitive. Collaboration with industrof these funds is highly competitive. Collaboration with industry is an important y is an important 
source of research funding. The research is often of a source of research funding. The research is often of a ‘‘useuse--inspiredinspired’’ nature. nature. 
Because of its possible economic relevance the results are carefBecause of its possible economic relevance the results are carefully monitored and ully monitored and 
sometimes patented.sometimes patented.
In the traditionalist model, the main In the traditionalist model, the main goalsgoals of the university are safeguarding and of the university are safeguarding and 
extending the tradition of the world of learning and producing eextending the tradition of the world of learning and producing educated citizens. ducated citizens. 
This is its main This is its main contribution to societycontribution to society of the university. Society is ministerial to the of the university. Society is ministerial to the 
university, not vice versa. The university is largely autonomousuniversity, not vice versa. The university is largely autonomous from society. from society. 
Although teaching and research are still considered as central tAlthough teaching and research are still considered as central to the university in o the university in 
the innovative model, its the innovative model, its ‘‘third missionthird mission’’ of societal and economical relevance is its of societal and economical relevance is its 
most important most important contribution to society. contribution to society. The university is ministerial to society, not The university is ministerial to society, not 
vice versavice versa. Society holds the university accountable.. Society holds the university accountable.
As an As an institutioninstitution, the , the ‘‘traditionalisttraditionalist’’ university is characterised by a collegial model university is characterised by a collegial model 
of organisation and interaction. It differs from corporate, markof organisation and interaction. It differs from corporate, marketet--driven and oriented driven and oriented 
enterprises. It is a closed, charisma driven world on its own. Tenterprises. It is a closed, charisma driven world on its own. The innovative he innovative 
university, on the other hand, is a corporate enterprise, open auniversity, on the other hand, is a corporate enterprise, open and alert to the nd alert to the 
demands of the market and society. It has many features in commodemands of the market and society. It has many features in common with forn with for--profit profit 
organisation. It is an open institution that takes up its place organisation. It is an open institution that takes up its place and role in the science and role in the science 
system of the knowledgesystem of the knowledge--based national economy and society.based national economy and society.


